Ohio’s Early Learning and Development Standards (Birth to Age 5): Implementation Guide
Domain: Language and Literacy Development
Introduction
The standards for language and literacy reflect knowledge and skills fundamental to children’s learning of language, reading and
writing. Young children’s language competencies pertain to their growing abilities to communicate effectively with adults and peers,
to express themselves through language, and to use growing vocabularies and increasingly sophisticated language structures. Early
literacy skills include children’s developing concepts of print, comprehension of age-appropriate text, phonological awareness and
letter recognition. Research has identified early skills of language and literacy as important predictors for children’s school readiness,
and their later capacity to learn academic knowledge (National Early Literacy Panel, 2008). The Language and Literacy domain
consists of the following strands: Listening and Speaking, Reading and Writing.
The strategies in this guidance document are not designed to be specific activities or “lesson plans.” Rather, they represent broad
approaches to implementation in each strand that may help teachers create meaningful learning activities and experiences to support
development and learning.
Standard Statements
The child will:
Listening and Speaking
Receptive Language and Comprehension
Infants

Implementation Strategies
The teacher may:




Attend and respond to language and sounds.
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Make eye contact when talking to the infant.
Talk to infant throughout the day describing actions, sounds
and experiences.
Respond to baby’s babbles.
Engage baby in social games (e.g., Pat-a-Cake, This Little
Piggy).
Describe actions during daily routines (e.g., while diapering,
dressing and feeding).
Use words or phrases often to increase language learning.
Sing or play songs, nursery rhymes and poems in children’s
home language.
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Young Toddlers
Show understanding of simple requests and statements referring to
people and objects around him/her.






Older Toddlers
Show understanding of requests and statements referring to people,
objects, ideas and feelings.





Demonstrate interest in and use words that are new or unfamiliar in
conversation and play.
Understand when words are used in unconventional ways.









Pre-Kindergarten



Demonstrate understanding of increasingly complex concepts and
longer sentences.

Ask meanings of words.
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Converse with children at eye level.
Offer children choices.
Describe actions, objects and events throughout the day,
introducing new words often.
Provide repetition and reinforcement of emerging
vocabulary, especially for English language learners, in
multiple ways and varied contexts.
Provide positive reinforcement for following directions.
Engage children in conversation about feelings, past or
future classroom experiences and events.
Provide opportunities for children to interact and engage in
conversations with peers. Pair English language learners at
different levels of English competence to encourage
conversations. Recognize the stages of second-language
acquisition and recognize some children may be in the
“listening and observing” stage and will respond accordingly.
Ask open-ended questions that encourage discussion.
Provide “wait time” for children, especially English language
learners, to process language and responses.
Offer children choices during daily routines and play.
Read and re-read books to enhance understanding and
vocabulary development.
Introduce new words in meaningful contexts using concrete
objects.
Provide child-friendly definitions when introducing new
words.
Model using new words in conversation and play.
Engage in word play, using words in silly ways (e.g., “Put
your shoe on your head and your hat on your foot.”)
Read and re-read books to enhance understanding and
vocabulary development. Incorporate key words from the
books into other activities for repetition and meaningful
exposure/learning for English language learners.
Introduce new words in meaningful contexts using concrete
objects.
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Follow two-step directions or requests.












Expressive Language
Infants
Experiment intentionally with sound inflection and gestures in
different ways to express wants, needs or feelings.
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Provide child-friendly definitions when introducing new
words.
Model using new words in conversation and play.
Model attending behavior as children share creations,
stories and experiences.
Share a variety of stories, fiction and nonfiction books songs
and poems of increasing complexity. Check for
understanding by allowing English language learners to
respond with means appropriate to their language learning
levels; match questions to those levels; model responses by
expanding on a child’s language.
Share stories, songs and poems that reflect family cultures
and traditions.
Model and provide opportunities for children to follow
directions.
Provide opportunities to give direction to peers.
Help children give and receive simple explanations,
information and instructions.
Provide opportunities for children to engage in pretend play
with peers.

Follow the baby’s lead and use his/her sounds in real words,
phrases and sentences.
Respond to body language and non-verbal communication
(e.g., head turns away, closing eyes when overstimulated,
etc.).
Respond to baby by interpreting and extending vocalizations
(e.g., when baby screeches and reaches for a toy, say “You
want that rattle, don’t you? Here, let me help you get it.”).
Name objects in the environment or when reading to
introduce new words. Point, gesture and provide concrete
objects to hold and look at as new words or concepts are
introduced, enhancing understanding.
Listen and respond to infant’s vocalizations and non-verbal
sounds and gestures.
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Young Toddlers



Begin to use single words and conventional gestures to
communicate with others.










Older Toddlers




Combine words to express more complex ideas or requests.

With modeling and support, describe experiences with people,
places and things.



Use words that indicate position and direction.
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Talk to the infant in his/her home language. If this is not
possible, provide developmentally appropriate children’s
music, nursery rhymes and songs on CDs in home
language.
Change pitch, tone and inflections when talking, singing or
reading.
Engage children in lap-reading daily, showing and describing
the pictures.
Label objects, people and events to introduce new words;
use frequently to help children acquire new vocabulary.
Support first language for English language learners by
employing vocabulary words from their native language –
use bilingual staff or community members to help with labels
and introduce words, when possible.
Use cloze strategy, pausing and allowing the children to fill
in the last word in familiar stories, rhymes and songs (e.g.,
“Brown Bear, Brown Bear, what do you ___?”). For English
language learners, point to pictures to support correct
responses. Invite them to point, gesture or use their home
languages to demonstrate their understanding.
Model using gestures that correspond to words (e.g., hold
arms up high, saying “So big!”).
Support toddlers’ attempts at speech.
Change pitch, tone and inflections when talking, singing or
reading.
Respond to nonverbal communication by using descriptive
words.
Model appropriate language usage and grammar.
Encourage English language learners to repeat your
modeled language.
Describe one’s own actions and thoughts while doing routine
and learning activities.
Change pitch, tone and inflections when talking, singing or
reading.
Use descriptive language, supporting the words with
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Pre-Kindergarten
Use language to communicate in a variety of ways with others
to share observations, ideas and experiences; problem-solve,
reason, predict and seek new information.
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concrete objects and photos/pictures and pointing to
appropriate attributes (e.g., pointing, say, “This is the big,
green bear; and this is the little green bear.”).
Provide opportunities for children to describe events and
experiences (e.g., at circle time encourage children to share
ideas and experiences).
Make and play various ‘sound’ lotto games.
Respond to non-verbal communication by describing a
child’s actions, facial expressions and possible thoughts.
Ask questions, including “what, where, who?” questions to
draw English language learners into the conversation.
Reinforce and encourage children’s efforts to describe
complex ideas and experiences.
Expand on children’s responses,including English language
learners,to model language, vocabulary, sentence structure,
adjective positions, etc., supporting their ideas and
experiences.
Introduce new words and use frequently in meaningful
contexts.
During shared reading, name pictures and describe actions
in the book. Model applicable language for English language
learners, even if they aren’t able to independently produce it
yet.
Model using position and direction words during daily
routines and play, using children’s home languages as well.
Provide opportunities for active movement of their bodies in
space and use the language to describe the actions.
Expand vocabulary by providing more advanced wording to
describe known concepts (e.g., “Watch the bird ‘swoop’ as
he flies.” Make the motion to illustrate.).
Encourage children to engage in peer-to-peer conversations.
Provide opportunities for children to engage in meaningful
conversations describing familiar people, places, things and
events. Invite families of English language learners to bring
pictures or objects from home to help children communicate
better with peers for planned communication opportunities
5

Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings and ideas clearly.
(Articulation)




Describe familiar people, places, things and experiences.
Use drawings or other visuals to add details to verbal descriptions.

With modeling and support, use the conventions of standard
English. (Grammar)
With modeling and support, use words acquired through
conversations and shared reading experiences. (Vocabulary)
With modeling and support, determine the meanings of unknown
words/concepts using the context of conversations, pictures that
accompany text or concrete objects. (Vocabulary)






Identify real-life connections between words and their uses.
(Vocabulary)



With modeling and support, explore relationships between word
meanings (e.g., categories of objects, opposites, verbs describing
similar actions, such as walk, march, prance, etc.). (Vocabulary)
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like this.
Provide comments and questions to support elaboration.
Provide opportunities for children to work collaboratively,
using and responding to language, explaining, describing,
negotiating, etc. Support English language learners’
participation by providing short, focused descriptions.
Offer encouragement and reinforcement when children
effectively communicate wants, feelings, ideas and needs.
Encourage children to add drawings, graphics or other
illustrations to provide additional details to oral descriptions.
Provide children a range of opportunities, purposes,
audiences and situations that challenge them to use
language in many different ways, including a range of play
types (e.g., story re-enactment, socio-dramatic play, pretend
play, improvisation).
Provide frequent opportunities for conversations among
children and adults.
Support children in identifying opposites during
conversation, intentionally planned experiences and play
using concrete objects, pictures, actions, etc.
Recast or restate children’s utterances using grammaticallycorrect phrasing.
Provide an authentically “print-rich” environment
representative of multiple cultures and languages to
encourage children to interact with print in meaningful ways
(e.g., “reading” rebus chart recipe).
Encourage children to tell stories, recount experiences,
describe ideas, events, objects, creations and report
information and situations using multiple means of
expression (e.g., gestures, role play, drawings, pictures,
etc.).
Use read-aloud opportunities to introduce children to new
words.
Model curiosity about words and word meanings.
Instead of telling children the meanings of new words, ask
“What do you know about these words?”, and engage them
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Social Communication
Infants
Attempt to respond to basic forms of social communication with the
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in hypothesizing about new words based upon what they
already know. Arrive at a child-friendly definition as
generated by this conversation.
Model use of context cues and illustrations to define
unknown words in a text.
Use multiple senses and repetition when introducing new
words or concepts (e.g., sing, draw or demonstrate new
words; “Show me exhausted!”).
Provide meaningful opportunities for children to use new
vocabulary words. Provide multiple exposures to new
vocabulary words, repeating and integrating these into
conversations and activities throughout the day/week.
Allow English language learners to cut out or draw pictures
to match new vocabulary words; send home so their families
can share the experience, see what their children are
learning and support that learning in their native language as
well.
Engage in interactive reading to support concept/vocabulary
development. Prior to reading, identify those vocabulary
words that may need defined for all children and English
language learners, to ensure participation.
Model use of beginning dictionaries in multiple languages as
appropriate to discover meanings of unknown words.
Maintain and model the use of collections of age and
developmentally appropriate reference materials in multiple
languages if appropriate to locate information.
Study the style and techniques of particular authors and
illustrators. Provide opportunities for children to create their
own books using similar style and techniques. NOTE:
English language learners with some letter/sound
association may “write” in their home languages.

Engage baby in conversation during daily routines and play,
allowing time for him/her to respond with expressions,
vocalizations and/or gestures.
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appropriate facial expression, vocalization and/or gesture.




Young Toddlers



Participate in and often initiate basic communications with family
members or familiar others. .







Older Toddlers



Participate in and often initiate communication according to
commonly accepted expectations with family members and in social
groups.







Pre-Kindergarten



With modeling and support, follow typical patterns when
communicating with others (e.g., listen to others, take turns talking
and speak about the topic or text being discussed).
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Respond and reinforce baby’s attempts at social
communication.
During read-aloud opportunities, direct baby’s attention to
pictures. Comment and ask simple questions.
Engage children in conversation about familiar objects and
experiences.
Encourage children to engage in peer-to-peer conversations.
Model patterns of communication, providing ample wait time
for children to think and respond.
Ask open-ended questions using prompts or visuals for
support.
Listen to children during daily routines and play for
opportunities for conversation.
Support communication by providing words when children
are unsure.
Provide opportunities for children to engage in conversation
with familiar adults and with peers.
Introduce new books and materials to provide something for
the children to talk about. Explicitly teach some key
vocabulary from the book, some basic sentence patterns
and phrases.
Ask open-ended questions that lead to discussion. Accept
gestures, approximations, etc., expanding and modeling on
English language learners oral responses.
Model researching to find answers to questions (e.g., “Let’s
see if we can find the answer in this book about dogs.”).
Listen for opportunities for conversation.
Model patterns of conversation and support listening to
others and responding appropriately.
Provide frequent opportunities for conversations among
children and adults.
Engage in meaningful conversations with individuals and
small groups of children about topics of interest during play,
meals/snack and sharing times. Accompany conversation
with props, objects, visuals, actions, etc., as appropriate to
8

With modeling and support, continue a conversation through
multiple exchanges.





Reading
Early Reading
Infants



Show interest in books, pictures, songs and rhymes.




Young Toddlers




Actively participate in book reading, story-telling and singing.





Older Toddlers
Show an appreciation for reading books, telling stories and singing.
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support comprehension and participation for English
language learners.
Model dynamics of conversations (e.g., listening, turn-taking,
responding and expanding upon a topic).
Model commenting and articulating understanding and
asking questions for clarification.
Encourage discussion of many points of view and of critical
and divergent thinking.
Use open-ended questions to continue conversational
exchanges.
Provide opportunities and encourage children to engage in
peer-to-peer conversations.

Provide a variety of cloth and sturdy board books for
exploration.
Engage children in lap-reading daily, showing and describing
the pictures.
Engage infants in interactive songs and rhymes, using facial
expressions and gestures during daily routines and play.
Provide sturdy books for children to use independently.
Point to and ask questions about the pictures during shared
reading with individuals and small groups. Encourage
responses in any language.
Read age-appropriate, multicultural children’s literature
selections daily with individual children and small groups.
Model and describe careful book handling.
Tell and re-tell familiar stories using props, puppets, etc.
Sing simple songs representing the cultures of the group
and songs with refrains, and encourage children to sing
along.
Sing with individual children and small groups.
Respond to requests for a favorite book to be read, story to
be told, or a song to be sung with individuals or small
groups.
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Reading Comprehension
Infants



Attend and respond when familiar books are read aloud.
Young Toddlers




Point to familiar pictures in books when labeled by adult.




Older Toddlers



Demonstrate an understanding of the meaning of stories and
information in books.



Use pictures to describe and predict stories and information in
books.

Understand when words are used in unconventional ways during
shared reading.
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Re-read favorite books.
Ask questions about the stories, pictures, characters and
events in familiar books.
Model appreciation and enthusiasm for reading, books,
stories and songs.
Model careful book handling during shared reading (e.g.,
hold book right side up, carefully turn pages one at a time so
they don’t tear, etc.).

Engage children in lap-reading every day; point to, describe
and draw baby’s attention to the pictures.
Read and re-read favorite books.
Engage in lap reading daily, inviting the child to point to the
picture as it is named. Support English language learners by
providing names of pictures/vocabulary, etc., and encourage
attempts in either English or their home languages. Model
English equivalent without appearing to correct the home
language.
Ask questions about the pictures in familiar books.
Label pictures in new or unfamiliar books to support
vocabulary development and picture recognition at
subsequent readings.
Read aloud to individuals and small groups daily including
selections from multiple cultures and ethnicities.
Engage children in conversations about books:
o Label animals and objects;
o Explain objects or situations in illustrations;
o Ask questions that inspire thinking and response;
o Describe the appearance of objects/animals pictured.
Ask questions about the meanings of stories and
informational texts read aloud. Ensure that questions are
understandable for English language learners and model
types of possible answers.
Ask children to describe and predict stories based upon the
pictures during shared reading.
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Pre-Kindergarten




Ask and answer questions, and comment about characters and
major events in familiar stories.



Retell or re-enact familiar stories.



Identify characters and major events in a story.
Demonstrate an understanding of the differences between fantasy
and reality.
With modeling and support, describe what part of the story the
illustration depicts.
With modeling and support, name the author and illustrator of a
story and what part each person does for a book.
With modeling and support, identify the topic of an informational text
that has been read aloud.
With modeling and support, describe, categorize and compare and
contrast information in informational text.






With modeling and support, discuss some similarities and
differences between two texts on the same topic (e.g., illustrations,
descriptions).
Actively engage in group reading with purpose and understanding.
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Read books like Silly Sally or Wiggle to illustrate using words
in unconventional ways.
Engage children in word play during shared reading.
Model asking and answering questions to include both
factual/closed-ended questions as well as open-ended
questions.
Ask questions that require children to provide details about
the characters and actions in pictures and text.
Provide support for English language learners by posing
questions and providing responses. (e.g., “What are the
children doing? They are laughing, ______(insert child’s
name); What are they doing, ____ (child’s name)? They are
_________.” Provide beginning sound of the response such
as “L” for laughing” and facilitate the English language
learner to fill in the blank.) This helps English language
learners in the observing/listening and emerging language
stages to participate and build English language skills and
develop self-confidence.)
Ask children to predict what will happen next, who the
character might be, where the action takes place, etc.
Provide appropriate pauses in reading of text for children to
question, comment or respond; draw attention to print and
print conventions (e.g., an exclamation mark).
Share stories with strong characters, repetitious text, clear
and simple story lines and predictable outcomes.
Provide a wide variety of materials and props and many
opportunities for children to demonstrate and represent their
understanding of text (e.g., story-telling gloves, flannel
boards, drawing, sculpting, oral expression, dramatization,
etc.).
Provide opportunities for children to retell stories by drawing,
picture sequencing and in dramatic play.
Review the sequence of the story in various situations using
language such as first, next, then, etc. Use pictures as cues.
Respond to children’s interest in stories by reading to
individuals and small groups.
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Invite families of English language learners, staff or
members of the community to visit and read stories in other
languages or us bilingual books with small groups of
children.
Engage in shared reading and interactive reading
experiences, including the use of digital devices (e.g., iPads,
eBooks, etc.).
Explicitly pre-teach English language learners key story
vocabulary and model typical questions and response forms
that are unfamiliar to the children to increase skills and
participation during shared and interactive reading.
Identify and discuss characters, the setting and major events
in the story (e.g., Where did the story take place? Who was
in the story? What happened in the story?). Model using
illustrations as reference.
Encourage children to create alternative endings to familiar
stories.
Model, prompt and encourage discussion that goes deeper
than the literal (e.g., “What might have happened if…”)
Provide time for conversation about a text (e.g., making
comparisons, discussion of possibilities, changes in thinking,
and making connections to children’s own experiences
and/or other stories).
Prepare “take-home totes” including a book, stuffed animal
and a journal. Invite families to read with their child and
together write about the experience in the journal before
returning the tote.
Discuss difference between fantasy and reality using text
and illustrations and relating materials to children’s own
experiences.
Utilize Venn diagrams and other organizers, along with
visuals representing fantasy and reality to make this activity
comprehensible for English language learners—clearly
depict both categories visually; model possible responses;
summarize activity (visual and oral); check for English
language learners understanding: accept pointing, gestures
12
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or responses in any language
Provide opportunities for children to discuss characters and
retell favorite books and stories using their home languages.
Read and discuss multiple books by the same author and/or
illustrator; highlight similarities in style.
Introduce read-alouds by referring to the cover/title page and
indicating author and/or illustrator.
Provide a large and diverse collection of informational and
non-fiction books in the classroom library and reading
centers. Include books in multiple languages.
Model asking and answering questions about key details in
the text. Include both factual andclosed-ended questions as
well as open-ended questions.
Ask questions and provide support for children to identify the
main topic and to provide details about the text.
Provide time for discussions and model strategies for
making the connections between individuals, events, ideas
and information, and between pictures and print.
Encourage the children to express opinions about the plot,
characters and events in the story.
Engage in dialogic reading strategies. Group English
language learners heterogeneously with stronger language
English language learners and strong native English
speakers over the typical five-day dialogic reading—extend
the targeted vocabulary into other activities.
Demonstrate the use of context and picture cues to
construct meaning and identify printed words.
Draw attention to the relationships between the text and
illustrations, photos, drawings, graphics, etc.
Provide concrete examples, models and hands-on materials
to accompany the text.
Using visuals to make differences in texts clear. Compare
fiction and nonfiction texts on similar topics.
Model and support children in using books to research and
gather information on topics of interest.
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Fluency
Pre-Kindergarten
With modeling and support, use phrasing, intonation and expression
in shared reading of familiar books, poems, chants, songs, nursery
rhymes or other repetitious or predictable texts.









Print Concepts
Young Toddlers:




Demonstrate interest in exploring books.

Older toddlers



Demonstrate a beginning understanding that print carries meaning.



Distinguishes pictures from letters and words in a text.
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Model reading behaviors and strategies for children to follow
(e.g., read with expression, vary voice
tone/pitch/characterization, etc.).
In large and small groups, read and re-read familiar, favorite
stories and books of interest to children through read aloud
opportunities and shared and interactive reading; draw
attention to print.
Engage the children in singing, chanting and recitation of
stories, poems and nursery rhymes.
Provide opportunities to retell and re-enact stories using a
variety of media and dramatization.
Provide a large and diverse collection of children’s books,
including eBooks, poems and nursery rhymes for children to
self-select during free time and/or to take home.
Encourage English language learners to take home books
with familiar plots, language, pictures, characters, etc. If
there is a bilingual version or copy in the student’s native
language add that to the take home pack.

Provide a variety of cloth, board and paper books to explore.
Engage children in lap reading every day. Point to, draw the
child’s attention to and describe the pictures.
Read and re-read favorite books representative of toddlers’
language, cultural and ethnic backgrounds.
Label toy shelves, cubbies and other areas of the
environment with print and pictures in multiple languages.
Create books of favorite logos and other environmental print
(e.g., McDonald’s arches, favorite cereal boxes, stop signs,
etc.).
Provide opportunities for children to select a favorite book
from the book shelf.
During shared reading draw a distinction between the text
and the pictures.
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Pre-Kindergarten
Demonstrate an understanding of basic conventions of print in
English and other languages (e.g., words are represented in written
language by specific sequences of letters; words are separated by
spaces in print).





Orient books correctly for reading and turn pages one at a time.
Demonstrate an understanding that print carries meaning.
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Model writing in meaningful contexts (e.g., create a waiting
list for turn taking, put a note with a picture on the calendar
marking the day of the trip to the farm).
Model writing using digital tools (e.g., iPads, tablets, word
processing, etc.).
Engage children in conversations about how books “work”
by pointing out the front and back covers, title page and the
roles of the author and illustrator.
Provide opportunities for children to author and illustrate
their own books including front and back covers and a title
page.
When reading, writing and playing with children, take
advantage of opportunities to help them learn about how
print works.
Run a finger along the text to illustrate that English is read
left to right and top to bottom. If children have native
languages which read in any other direction, you can
demonstrate that connecting it to the child’s native language;
point out the differences in print if they exist; re-emphasize
that English is read left to right and top to bottom.
Point out written words as they are pronounced.
Pair written words and pictures so children begin to
recognize specific sequences of letters as having meaning.
During authentic writing experiences, model correct use of
upper and lower case letters (e.g., when charting during
group discussions, when writing notes with and for children,
when taking dictation).
Draw children’s attention to print features like upper and
lower case letters and spaces between words by mentioning
them while reading aloud and/or supporting children in their
own reading/writing efforts (e.g., model writing the child’s
name and narrate, “upper case ‘J’, lower case e, n.”).
Show that a word is a unit of print with space on either side
within context of shared reading or writing experiences.
Demonstrate “finger spacing” when writing.
Use metalinguistic terms like “letter,” “word” and “sentence”
15








Phonological Awareness
Infants



Vocalize sounds



Young Toddlers



Explore sounds of materials and objects.




Recognize familiar sounds (e.g., the sound of a particular animal, a
friend’s voice, etc.).
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and provide visual samples that are labeled.
Integrate references to letters (visual), letter names and/or
sounds into classroom activities as appropriate (e.g., show a
letter “Bb” printed on a card and say, “Everyone whose
name begins with the letter ‘B’ can take a turn at the
listening center.”).
Display the letters of the alphabet at children’s eye-level.
Encourage children to use invented spelling and engage in
other writing activities using gross- and fine-motor skills
(e.g., writing in the sand table, using paint, using writing
implements and digital tools).
Be aware that English language learners who have
sound/letter correspondence in their native/home language
may use invented spelling reflecting that knowledge; allow
them to use it since they may only have vocabulary in their
language to match what they’ve drawn or want to write.
English equivalents can be introduced; value their languages
and add to it with English.

Make eye contact, initiate conversation and respond to
baby’s vocalizations.
Make up rhymes to describe actions during diapering,
dressing and other daily routines (e.g., “Change, change,
change your clothes; here comes your shirt over your
nose!”)
Provide a variety of materials and objects for sound
exploration.
Use rhythm instruments to explore a variety of sounds.
Recite simple rhymes and finger plays with individuals and
small groups.
Read books about and model making animal sounds (e.g.,
cow-moo; cat-meow; dog-woof).
Make an animal sound and ask “What animal makes that
sound?”
Be aware that animal sounds aren’t made the same way in
16

Older Toddlers



Distinguish between sounds that are the same and different (e.g.,
environmental sounds, animal sounds, etc.).







Pre-Kindergarten



With modeling and support, recognize and produce rhyming words.



With modeling and support, recognize words in spoken sentences.

With modeling and support, identify, blend and segment syllables in
spoken words.
With modeling and support, orally blend and segment familiar
compound words.
With modeling and support, blend and segment onset and rime in
single-syllable spoken words.
With modeling and support, identify initial and final sounds in
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all languages. See resources for websites where children
can view pictures, photos and real animals while listening to
other language speakers make the animal noises as they
are pronounced in their countries; or choose an interactive
site.
Play with oral language, exploring sounds, rhymes and
syllables in words.
Explore sounds in and outside of the classroom environment
(e.g., instruments, animal sounds, and rhyming words).
Identify environmental sounds that are the same and
different (e.g., a bell and a barking dog).
Model exploring the sounds objects make and help children
develop a vocabulary of objects and descriptions of the
sounds they make (e.g., strike with a wooden rhythm stick, a
metal spoon, a sock, etc.).
Fill two small containers with the same material (rice,
Cheerios, keys, etc.) to create several pairs of shakers.
Model shaking the container, describing the sound and
repeating until you find two with the same sounds. Invite the
children to describe and match the sounds.
Play with sounds and rhymes through a variety of games,
songs, finger-plays, poems, tongue twisters and stories.
Encourage small group experiences utilizing movement,
rhythmic and musical opportunities, listening activities,
choral reading poetry, and reciting songs/lyrics.
Model using beginning phonemes to create words with
similar sounds, allotting time for active conversations and
social interactions.
Build word walls emphasizing common, identifiable sounds.
Isolate the first segment of a word (e.g., “Can you say the
first little bit of cow?”). For this to be effective, provde words
English language learners, are already familiar with.
Use sound search,: “Find all the things in the picture that
begin with the /n/ sound.”
Model segmenting compound words (e.g., snowball—snow
– ball, etc.).
17

spoken words.






Letter and Word Recognition
Older Toddlers



With modeling and support, recognize familiar logos and
environmental print.



With modeling and support, recognize own name in print.


Pre-Kindergarten




With modeling and support, recognize and “read” familiar words or
environmental print.
With modeling and support, recognize and name some upper and
lower case letters in addition to those in first name.
With modeling and support, demonstrate understanding that
alphabet letters are a special category of symbols that can be
named and identified.
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Identify what is left when one of the segments is removed
from a word (e.g., “Say sing without the /s/ sound.” Or, Say
team without the /m/ sound.”).
Accompany this type of dialogue with magnetic manipulative
letters to provide understanding of the segmentation concept
being presented to English language learners. Make it
comprehensible using photos, objects or pictures to support
language vocabulary development at the same time. It’s
easier for English language learners to grasp when they
already know the words that are being manipulated.
Use cloze strategy (e.g., “Jack and Jill went up the
______.”).

Point out print on signs, logos, buildings, vehicles, etc., in
and outside of school and discuss their meanings and
purposes.
Create a meaningful “print-rich” environment including print
in children’s home languages. Talk about print that is
relevant to them (e.g., posting and reading the menu daily).
Create familiar environments with authentic props and print
materials within the classroom (e.g., traffic signs in the block
area, menus and order pads in the dramatic play café).
Display and discuss children’s names in print.
Provide authentic opportunities for children to use their
printed names (e.g., using an attendance chart – have
children move their names from “home” chart to “school”
chart; find their names on the daily classroom job chart,
etc.).
Create a “print-rich” environment featuring print that is
meaningful and relevant to children (e.g., classroom daily
schedule with pictures and printed word, literacy materials at
relevant classroom centers such as menus in food-themed
dramatic play area).
Create a book of each child’s personal “favorites,” such as
cereal box logos, soup can labels, restaurant logos, toys,
18

With modeling and support, recognize the sounds associated with
letters.










Writing
Early Writing
Infants
Show ability to transfer and manipulate an object with hands,
Young Toddlers






Use full-hand grasp (palmar grasp) to hold writing tool to make
marks and scribble.
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etc.
Play with letter/sound relationships in songs, rhymes and
stories.
Assist English language learners with rhymes by providing
them with clues for a rhyming word, lead into the word by
providing the beginning of the word and facilitate completing
the rhyming. Many English language learners don’t have
well-developed word banks in the early stages of English
language learning.
Point out familiar letters and sounds during shared read
aloud opportunities. Ensure all children have opportunities to
name the letters and make the sounds.
Provide opportunities to play with letters and sounds (e.g.,
alphabet puzzles, writing in the sand table, magnetic letters).
Utilize opportunities to map letters to sounds in the context
of writing (e.g., emphasize the first sound of a word to be
written and identify the initial letter).
Read alphabet books or have children create their own
alphabet books.
Conduct “letter” or “sound” hunts in the classroom for objects
beginning with a particular letter or sound.
Encourage children to read simple words in books, charts,
posters, etc.

Encourage grasping by handing baby objects.
Model transferring objects from one hand to another.
Engage baby in songs with gestures and finger plays.
Provide a variety of age-appropriate manipulatives (e.g.,
knob puzzles, stacking rings, shape-sorters, etc.).
Engage children in finger plays.
Provide a variety of age/developmentally appropriate tools
and materials for writing and drawing.
Model writing in meaningful contexts (e.g., make lists, write a
note to the administrator asking for new markers, etc.).Invite
19

Older Toddlers



Begins to use thumb and fingers (five-finger grasp) of one hand to
hold writing tool.













Writing Process
Pre-Kindergarten



Uses a 3-finger grasp of dominant hand to hold a writing tool.

Demonstrate an understanding of the structure and function of print.

With modeling and support, print letters of own name and other
meaningful words with mock letters and some actual letters.
With modeling and support, demonstrate letter formation in “writing.”
With modeling and support, show awareness that one letter or
cluster of letters represents one word.
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the children to use writing in meaningful ways (e.g., write a
note to Mom when they miss her, make lists, etc.).
Provide a variety of manipulatives (e.g., peg board/pegs,
puzzles, clay/play dough, beads to string, Duplo ® bricks,
Magna-Doodle, etc.).
Provide a variety of age/developmentally appropriate tools
and materials for writing and drawing.
Provide opportunities for children to paint and draw on an
easel.
Practice screwing and unscrewing lids.
Pop bubble wrap with fingers.
Provide play dough or silly putty to manipulate.
Provide turkey baster or nasal aspirator to blow cotton balls
or corks back and forth.
Use tongs to pick up blocks or cotton balls, etc.
Provide opportunities for filling and pouring in the water
table.
“Paint” outside with squirt bottles filled with water.
Shift a Slinky back and forth with palms up.
Model writing in meaningful contexts (make lists, write a note
to the administrator asking for new markers, etc.).

Provide a variety of age-appropriate manipulatives (e.g.,
beads to string, lacing cards, Etch-a-Sketch, Lite Bright,
pattern blocks, table-top blocks, etc.).
Provide dress-up clothes to button, zip, snap, etc. in
dramatic play.
Pour milk or juice from a small pitcher to a specific level in a
clear glass.
Provide construction paper to tear and glue into a collage.
Engage in floor activities, such as large mural painting, floor
puzzles and coloring while lying on stomach on the floor.
Provide opportunities to outline, color, paint and write.
Provide clay or wire for sculpting.
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Writing Application and Composition
Older Toddlers



Make marks and “scribble writing” to represent objects and ideas.
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Put pennies in piggy bank or slit cut in plastic lid.
Provide opportunities to use iPads, computers and other
technology.
Get the most out of all of the activities above by helping
English language learners develop
vocabulary/communication skills by narrating what is going
on; engage them orally while using materials; encourage
them to interact and speak with peers.
Provide authentic opportunities for children to see and use
their names in print (e.g., label cubby spaces with names
and pictures, attendance chart - move names card to
”school” from ”home,“ or child signs in upon arrival).
Model printing and describe the formation of letters.
Encourage experimentation with writing.
Provide resources from which children can copy and/or write
letters and familiar words (e.g., alphabet chart/books, cards,
stamps, picture dictionary, magnetic letters, word walls,
labels and name charts).
Encourage children to create their own books with written
text and pictures on the pages.

Model and describe writing for authentic purposes (e.g., “We
need guinea pig food. I’ll write that on a shopping list.”).
Provide a variety of papers, writing utensils and other
resources in a writing center (e.g., magnetic letters, stamps,
alphabet chart/books, etc.).
Provide writing materials in all centers (e.g., order pads in
dramatic play, paper for making signs in blocks, etc.) and
encourage children to write during play; facilitate writing
using digital tools.
Encourage children to use writing as a means of expression
(e.g., write a book about an idea or experience, caption
artwork, diagram instructions, etc.).
21

Pre-Kindergarten



“Read” what he/she has written.
With modeling and support, notice and sporadically use punctuation
in writing.




With modeling and support, use a combination of drawing, dictating
and emergent writing for a variety of purposes (e.g., letters, greeting
cards, menus, lists, books).
With modeling and support, use a combination of drawing, dictating
and emergent writing to tell a story, to express ideas and to share
information about an experience or topic of interest. (Composition)
With modeling and support, discuss and respond to questions from
others about writing/drawing.
With modeling and support, participate in shared research and
writing projects using a variety of resources to gather information or
to answer a question.







With modeling and support, explore a variety of digital tools to
express ideas.
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Provide opportunities for children to create and enact
stories.Define the setting, assign roles, talk about what is
happening and manage the action in dramatic and pretend
play.
Provide a well-stocked writing center with a variety of blank
books, paper and writing utensils.
Provide writing materials in relevant classroom centers (e.g.,
pad and writing utensils for taking orders when offering a
food-based dramatic play area).
Encourage children to express their ideas by creating books
on a variety of topics of particular interest and/or relating
personal experiences or events.
Engage children in discussions of their books, identifying the
title, the topic and reading the “text.”
Support children as they think about their own compositions
and articulate their ideas.
Encourage children to write and share their compositions in
pairs or small groups.
Provide language support to English language learners for
sharing compositions. Some options include pairing early
language learners and native language peers with higher
skills; working one-to-one with beginning English Language
Learners; pairing with native English speakers who are
outgoing and are good at eliciting responses from teachers
and peers.
Provide opportunities for meaningful writing (e.g., writing a
get well letter to a sick classmate).
Model posing questions and making comments to help
children clarify the meanings of their writings (e.g., “When
you say in your instructions, ‘pull it,’ do you mean the handle
or the rope?”).
Model the writing process during authentic classroom
activities (e.g., writing a morning message).
Have children write in pairs or small groups.
Engage small groups of children in project work:
o Identify a topic of interest for investigation;
22

Identify and gather resources;
Plan shared research;
Use a variety of media to document the progress of
the project; and
o Publish and evaluate findings.
For group work, intentionally assign English language
learners to homogeneous groups of strong native speakers;
beginning English language learners, more fluent English
language learners, and students who are very vocal;
facilitate interactions as appropriate.
Provide a variety of digital tools, cameras, computers, word
processing programs and other media.
o
o
o





Support for Differentiation
1. Accept children’s approximations and attempts and elaborate/expand on these as appropriate.
2. Scaffold each learner in his zone of proximal development.
3. Use assistive technology when appropriate. Assistive technology is technology used by individuals with disabilities in order to
perform functions that might otherwise be difficult or impossible. For more information on specific strategies visit:
http://www.newton.k12.ks.us/at/examples.htm.
4. Resources based on the Universal Design for Learning principles are available at www.cast.org.
5. Addressing Emerging Literacy Skills in English Language Learners
http://www.asha.org/Publications/leader/2008/080923/f080923a/.

Support for English Language Learners
 Use multimedia such as videos, pictures and concrete objects to create connections with vocabulary words.
 Use gestures and body language.
 Speak slowly and enunciate clearly. Do not raise your voice.
 Repeat information and review. If a child does not understand, try rephrasing in short sentences and simpler syntax.
 Try to avoid idioms and slang words.
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Try to anticipate words that might be unfamiliar and give explicit meaning to them.
Make use of the excellent language learning that occurs among children by supporting play and small-group activities.
Show children how much you enjoy them and appreciate their efforts to learn a new language.
Adapted from Cecil, N.L. (1999) Striking a balance: Positive practices for early literacy. Scottsdale, AZ: Holcomb Hathaway.

Resources:
Preschool English Learners: Principles and Practices to Promote Language, Literacy and Learning. California Department of
Education. http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/cd/re/documents/psenglearnersed2.pdf.
Guidelines for Addressing the Needs of Preschool English Language Learners. Ohio Department of Education, Lau Resource
Center. http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Special-Education/Limited-English-Proficiency-(1)/About-the-Lau-ResourceCenter/Guidelines-for-Addressing-the-Needs-of-Preschool-English-Language-Learners-(1).pdf.aspx.
Principles of Second Language Development. Ohio Department of Education, Lau Resource Center.
http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Other-Resources/Limited-English-Proficiency/Research/Principles-of-Second-LanguageDevelopment-in-Teach#.Ukm8lvkzFC8.gmail
McGlothlin, Barry (1995). Fostering second language development in young children: Principles and practices.
http://www.escholarship.org/uc/item/23s607sr#page-1.
Espinosa, L. (2008). Challenging common myths about young English language learners. The Foundation for Child Development.
http://fcd-us.org/sites/default/files/MythsOfTeachingELLsEspinosa.pdf.
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